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1. Towards intelligent engineering design
Background:
Intelligent engineering design is desired, to reduce the time from concept design to product on market.
Customer requirements:
Performance, Functions,
Aesthetics, Ergonomics
Prototypes:
Concept design, existing
or similar product, etc.

Design iteration: machine learning
No

Geometry/Shape
Material perf/cost
Manufacturing cost

Validated by
multiphysics
solvers

Performance
and cost
Evaluation

Design constraints:
Environmental friendly,
Maximum length, weight

Best?

Yes
production

Prerequisites: automated physical simulation, etc.
Adapted from source: Qingfeng XIA, David Gillespie, Automated Mechanical Engineering
Design using Open Source CAE Software Packages, Fenics’18, Oxford, March 2018
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Challenges of automated physical simulation
• CAD: changed geometry topology will invalidate mesh and boundary
condition setup
• Automatic Meshing:
CFD is very sensitive to mesh quality;
geometry defeature is essential but time-consuming for complicate geometry.

• Material database:
lack of public material database for case setup and material substitution;

• Computation correctness:
to guarantee completion and correctness of simulation

• Post-processing/evaluation:
to shed light on geometry modification for better performance
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What is geometry topology?
In a boundary-representation (B-REP) CAD system:
Geometrical entities: shape and position of individual
Topological entities: bound and connection between individuals

Vertex 1

Edge3

Face1

Edge1

Vertex 3

Edge2

Edge4

Vertex 4

Correlation between two types
Geometrical entities Topological entities
Point

Vertex

Line segment

Edge {Vertex 1, Vertex 2}

Square

Face {Edge1, …}

Cube

Body {Face1, …}

Face1 is made of an ordered list of closed line loop,
in computer language:
Face1 = {Edge1, Edge2, Edge3, Edge4}
Vertex 2
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Geometry representation in CAD
• In most of CAD software, geometry is saved as a series of points and
topological information, and passed to simulation software.
data structure saved into CAD data exchange file
Geometrical entities

Topological entities

Point (x, y, z): coordinates as float vector

Vertex: as integer ID for each point
Edge {vertex1 ID, vertex2 ID} as integer ID list
Face {edge1 ID, …} as integer ID list
Body {face1 ID, …} as integer ID list

Is there any drawback for not saving all geometrical entities?
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Impact of changed geometry topology on simulation
2D simulation of sealing flow in a channel:
The outlet edge ID is 2 in prototype 1, but it changes to 6 in prototype 2
Edge id: 7

Edge id: 3
Id:0,
inlet

Id: 2,
outlet
Edge id: 1
Prototype design #1
Face1 = Edge ID {0, 1, 2, 3}

Id: 3

Id: 0,
inlet

Id: 6,
outlet

Id: 2 Id: 4
Id: 1

Id: 5

Prototype design #2
Face1 = Edge ID {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,6, 7}

Because meshing setting (like local refinement) and boundary condition setting (like
pressure outlet) are affiliated to topological entities, i.e. edge ID in this example, not the
geometrical entity, the previous settings for outlet are still point to edge ID 2.
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Topology optimisation for complex structure
If the geometry is complex like engine seals and cooling passage, manually
redefining boundary and mesh setup after re-design is time-consuming!
Problem: Topology change like increasing
tooth number will invalidate the previous
CAE setup for changed topology.

Rotating shaft

Schematic of engine shaft leaf and labyrinth seal
Source: ASME Turbo Expo GT2016-56735

My solution: extract and save
geometrical signature for each boundary
in the first simulation. After topology
redesign, each boundary is checked and
updated accordingly.

Automated design (CAD) to simulation (CAE)
For quick boundary condition setup, physical model switching, geometry defeaturing,
mesh scaling, validation against experimental data
Optical
scanning,
GIS

CAD
(FreeCAD,
Gmsh, etc)

Material
selection

Meshing
(Gmsh,
etc)

Coupling setup
(FenicsCaseWriter,
FoamCaseBuilder)

Solvers
(FenicsSolver,
OpenFOAM)

Viz/Validate
(Paraview)

Pipeline controller in Python

1. Contributed directly to FreeCAD, especially FEM module;
2. Authored FreeCAD CFD Module (GUI for OpenFOAM);
3. Authored a multiphysics FEM solver: FenicsSolver
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2. CFD module for FreeCAD
Features:
GUI for FenicsSolver and OpenFOAM
Help new user to setup boundary
conditions for a complex geometry;
Advanced user can automate the CAD
and CAE design process by variating
geometrical by Python scripts.

Screenshot of GUI case setup for pipe flow
https://github.com/qingfengxia/Cfd

Contribution from community is welcomed ! (fork me and send PR).
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Official OpenFOAM on windows 10 Linux subsystem

Solver control panel to write solver input and run the simulation (OpenFOAM installed to WSL/Bash on ubuntu)
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OpenFOAM as FreeCAD CFD solver
FoamCaseWriter

FreeCAD-Part

edit case input by
Python

geometry
FreeCADFEM/CFD

*.geo

Gmsh/unv mesh
gmshToFoam

./constant/mesh/*

OpenFOAM
solver is
controlled by
CfdRunnable

Paraview

User with Ansys CFX experience can quickly get used to this UI:
geometry
solver
mesh
B.C.

1.
2.
3.
4.

FreeCAD’s CfdAnalysis object holds a list of Objects: Mesh, Material, Solver,
Initial values, Boundary conditions.
FluidBoundary (derived from FemConstraint) objects are created with a list
of surface IDs, interactively selected in FreeCAD GUI.
FreeCAD generates GMSH input file `*.geo` and convert to FOAM mesh;
Double click the “OpenFOAM” solver object to generate input and solve

The design of CFD module is also documented (https://github.com/qingfengxia/FreeCAD_Mod_Dev_Guide)
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FoamCaseBuilder: textual tool to generate input
Source code of FoamCaseBuilder is in the same repository :
https://github.com/qingfengxia/Cfd

• This is an independent python module that generates OpenFOAM
input files; it can generate case input using python without FreeCAD.
• In FreeCAD GUI, FoamCaseWriter will create a
`FoamCaseBuilder.*Builder` instance to generate case input.
• It is based on template_string (or more advanced template technique
as in CfdOF fork) to generate case input dict files.
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CfdOF: fork of CFD module focusing on OpenFOAM
Fork focusing on OpenFOAM: https://github.com/jaheyns/CfdOF
Oliver Oxtoby (CSIR, 2016-2018) ooxtoby@csir.co.za
Johan Heyns (CSIR, 2016-2018) jheyns@csir.co.za
Alfred Bogaers (CSIR, 2016-2018) abogaers@csir.co.za

Meshing capacity:
+Gmsh
+snappyHexMesh
+cfMesh
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FenicsSolver: feature beyond commercial tools
https://github.com/qingfengxia/FenicsSolver

This FEM solver (solving any PDE) aims to solve the challenges:
• Multi-body (with relative movement)
• Multi-physics (fluidic, mechanical, thermal, oxidation)
• Multiscale(contact and wear)
• Nonlinear (material properties)
• Reduced-order modelling (modified PDE)
It can be integrated into FreeCAD GUI for case setup.
It has been applied in automated reduced-order multiscale two-body thermal modelling of brush seal.
Source: ASME turbo expo 2018, GT2018-75920, Qingfeng Xia, et al.
Quasi-static Thermal Modelling of Multi-Scale Sliding Contact for Unlubricated Brush Seal Materials
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3 Multiphysics and multi-body coupling
Same domain:
PDE1
PDE2
Solved in sequence

Domain 2
PDE2

Wind speed

Interface (data exchange)
Domain 1
PDE1

Deformable mesh

Type

Sequential PDE coupling

Static interface coupling

Dynamic interface coupling

example

Thermal stress

Conjugate heat transfer

Flow-structural interaction

Data
exchange

data transfer in the
same domain

data exchange at interface

Mesh deformation and data
exchange at interface

directions

One way coupling

Two-way

Two-way

easy

difficult
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3.1 Coupling Fenics and OpenFOAM
Why?
• Advantages of OpenFOAM: multi-phase, turbulent flow, non-Newtonian,etc
• Advantages of Fenics: rapid development in Python, easy integration with
optimizer(gradient-based adjoint, scaler-based machine learning, etc)
Built-in tools:
1. OpenFOAM has a patch type: “ExternalCoupled” (file base communication),
which is not widely used.
Ref: https://www.openfoam.com/documentation/cpp-guide/html/guide-fos-field-externalcoupled.html

2. OpenFOAM has the interpolation tools: `patchToPatchInterpolation`
Ref: Conjugate Simulations and Fluid-Structure Interaction In OpenFOAM, 2007
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Single-way coupling with OpenFOAM
`foamToVTK` will generate *.vtk, which can be read by `meshio` python library

then mapped to Fenics.

OpenFOAM `vtkUnstructuredToFoam` to read legacy VTK mesh, POINT_DATA
and CELL_DATA.
However, only mesh is converted, no POINT_DATA are converted into Foam
data file.
foamToVTK
OpenFOAM
vtkUnstructuredToFoam

Legacy
*.vtk

meshio
FenicsSolver
paraview.simple

A coupling coordinator in Python to control data exchange between FenicsSolver
and OpenFOAM.
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Framework for coupling multiple solvers
• MpCCI (Interfaces for Co-Simulation and Mapping) is a commercial
framework of file-based data exchange without modifying OpenFOAM
or other external solvers. Similar with Ansys Workbench, a high-level
and powerful solver coordinator (MpCCI server) is needed.

Source: MpCCI manual version 4.5.2 (see more details at https://www.mpcci.de/)
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Introduction to PreCICE
preCICE is an emerging open source library for rapid source code
integration; Flexible and powerful, easy-to-use API.
There is no need to modify
each standard solver, but code
insertion by using function
object. Currently, only CHT test
case is supported.

Source: https://github.com/precice/precice
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3.2 FSI (with potential application in sealing design)
• Large deformation/nonlinear elasticity and non-Newtonian laminar
flow is solved by FenicsSolver’ coupled FSI solver.

Future work: using OpenFOAM solver to solve turbulent flow; multiple friction contact for solid domains
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Bearing (thermal, fluidic, elastic)
2D journal bearing lubrication (quasi-static) solved by FenicsSolver

Future work: multiscale simulation of EHL, whole bearing simulation with multibody dynamics
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4 System modelling + component CAE
Internal combustion engine model

System modelling (component
network style modelling by
Simulink/Modelica) focuses on
dynamic response (ODE), while
directly solving physical fields
(PDE) for some key component
like cylinder is desired for model
fidelity.

source: http://www.claytex.com/blog/vesyma-engines-library/
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Questions?
• Thank you for your attention!
• Apologise for not being able to attend this workshop in person.
• Please email me your enquiry:
qingfeng.xia@eng.ox.ac.uk
• Fork my CFD module and send pull request to me:
https://github.com/qingfengxia/Cfd
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